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Introduction
In this paper, we study linear and closed linear transformations
in ?p.
Sp is the space of measurable complex-valued
functions defined in the in-

terval (0, 1) for which

f \f\"dx

•I o

exists. We shall use certain results which may be found in Banach's treatise§
and which are there shown for the space of real-valued functions but which
can easily be extended to the space of complex-valued functions. We follow
the notation of (B) in general; otherwise an explicit definition is given.
We shall study transformations
by means of their "graphs," i.e., the set
of pairs {/, Tf\ in the product space SPXS,. The graph is used in (B) at
one place, but Banach confines his attention to limited transformations, while
the set of linear and even closed linear transformations is known to be a wider
class.|| The graph has also been used by J. von Neumann^ to obtain certain
results for S2 which we generalize to £p.
The graph permits us to study linea* transformations
by studying linear
manifolds, and in §1 we obtain the relationship between the operations of
taking the orthogonal complement of a linear manifold (ÜD?-1;
cf. Definition
1.1), of forming the intersection with a space of higher index, and of closure
in a space of lower index. In §2, we obtain the analogous results for transformations. In §3, we apply the above results to the study of the closure in
Sp, 1 <p<2,oi
transformations in 82. In particular, projections are discussed
in terms of the closure of their ranges. We also generalize the notion of an
Hermitian transformation
on the basis of the familiar inclusion 77*2 77.tt
f Presented to the Society, February 23, 1935; received by the editors April 13, 1935.
%National Research Fellow.
§ Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, Warsaw, 1932. This reference will be denoted by (B) in what

follows.
|| For a consideration of linear and closed linear transformations in $?2,see Stone, Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space, American Mathematical Society Colloquium Publications, vol. 15, 1932.
We shall refer to this work as (S).

T Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 33 (1932), pp. 294-310. We shall refer to this memoir as (N).
tt We prefer to use the perpendicular

instead of the adjoint, but one class is obtained from the

other by multiplication by i.
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In §4, an example is given to illustrate the application of the above to the
study of a particular transformation.
A second example shows that even for
the bounded closure of a self-adjoint transformation in £p, the spectral theory
does not hold in general.
A word as to the extension to ?p of the results of (B) for real functions
spaces. The only essential addition, it will be found, is the application of (B),
Theorem 2, chapter IV, p. 55. It may be stated as follows. Let Wbe a closed
linear manifold (cf. Definition 1.1) in £p. Letf(y) be a limited linear icomplex-

valued) functional defined on 5DÍ.Let C be such that \fiy)\ ^C||y|[j,, yeffl.
There exists a linear functional

F defined on ?„, such that Fiy) =fiy),

ytüDc,

|F(a:)| ^C\\x\\p,forallxe%p.
We sketch the proof. ?p may be put in correspondence

with a Banach space

g„s, of pairs of real functions \fi,f2] with the metric if\i\fi\ 2+1/2| 2)^2dx)11",
i.e., if ye%p,then y~ {fufi} if y --fi+ift- A linear manifold 90?in 2P, however,
corresponds to a linear vector subspace 9JÍ2 of £p2, which is invariant under the operation U [f, f2} = { —ft, /i}, the operation which corresponds to
multiplication by i in 8P. Now, corresponding to fiy), we have a complex-

valued linear functional on SJc2,/({ft, f2])= 9t/({/i, ft}) +¿3/([ft, ft}). Since

f(Ui\fi, f2\))=ifi{fi,/»})= -3/({/i, M)+iW({fi, M) = W({~h /i})

+mi -h M), 3/({/i,/*})= -»/({ -h /il) or/(\fi, ft})=W({fuft})
-W({-f*,fi})-

We now extend by the above mentioned theorem of (B) the linear functional 3f/({/i, f2}) to the whole space 2i. Calling the extension 3i({/i, f2\),
we let F( {/i, /2} ) = SR({/1; /2} ) —¿$R({ —/2, /i} ) and by elementary considerations one can show that F corresponds to a complex-valued linear functional

F(z) on 8„.
Now since multiplication in %p,by a number of the form eiS, corresponds
to a unitary transformation in ?„2, one sees that the bound of 9?( {/i,/2} ) in ?p2
is exactly the bound of F(z) in 8P. For if F(z) = ceie, then for 2' = e~iez =// +î/2' ,

F(«0=9î({/i',/2'î)= kGDl, while|| {/1',/■'III=||*,||p= ||*||i.-This implies
that the bound of the linear functional 9î({/i, f2\) on 2P2 is greater than or
equal to the bound of F(z) on ?p, and of course this means the equality.
The above reasoning may be applied to/(z) to show that its bound is the
same as that of 9?/({/i, /2}) and since in the extension process the bound is
not altered, we have that the bound of F is the same as that of/.

1. Linear

manifolds

in Çp

Definition
1.1. A set of functions, Wl, such that StXï= ?r, and such that if
f and geWl, then af+bgeW where a and b are any two complex constants, is
called a linear manifold in 2r- If 90?is also closed, then 9D?is called a closed linear
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manifold in 8r. If 3D?is a linear manifold 8r, then the closure of 3D?in ?r is a
closed linear manifold in 8r, and is denoted by [3D?]r. If 3D?is a linear manifold
in ?r, and if t<r, then 3D?is also a linear manifold in 2t; also if t>r, we denote
by 90?• Sí the linear manifold of all those functions which are in both SO?and 8¡.

If l/p + l/p' = 1 and if 3D?is a linear manifold in 8P, then the set of functions f
in Çp<,such that f0 gfdx = Ofor everyge3D?,
will be denoted by 3D?-1-.
It follows from the Holder inequality that 3D?X
is a closed linear manifold.
In what follows, 3D?will denote a linear manifold.
Theorem

1.1. If 3D?= 8, is a closed linear manifold, then 95?-8r. • r>s,

is

closed in 8r- If 3D?is a linear manifold in 8S and t<s, then [SO?]'-8« 2 [3D?]*.
This follows easily from the fact that if r>s, and if /„-^/in
in 8», which is shown by using the Holder inequality.

Theorem 1.2. If t^rúq

8r, then/B—>/

and 3D?
SS,, then [[3D?]r]'
= [3D?]'.Also if

[m]'-2q=ißi,then [my-2g = m.
Since [SDl]'23D?,we have [[3D?]']'2 [3D?]'.But we also have [3D?]-= [3D?]',
from the fact mentioned

in the proof of the previous

theorem.

Hence

[[3D?]']'E[3D?]'.
Hence [ [3D?]']'=[3D?]'.Also when [3D?]'-8, = 3D?,
by Theorem
1.1, we have

3D?= [3D?]<-85
= [[3D?]']'-852[3D?]'-8?2[3D?]»23D?.
Hence [3D?]'-83= 3D?.
Theorem

1.3. 7/90? is a linear manifold in 8P, then 3D?Xis a closed linear

manifold and (3D?X)X
= [3D?
] ». If 3D?
o 3D?',and 3D?
' is closedin 8P, then 3D?1
c 30?'x.
7/3D?2SD?',¿/¡e«3D?xE3D?'x.
We have indicated the proof that 3D?-1is a closed linear manifold. It follows
readily from the definition that (3D?-1-)-12 [3D?]».Now suppose there is a func-

tion feSp,f^O, which is in (3D?X)\but not in [3D?]".By (B), chapter IV, p. 57,
lemma, and chapter IV, p. 64, there exists a function g(x)e%p>, such that

f gfdx =1;

| ghdx = 0 for all Äe[3D?]p.

Hence gí3D?x,but we also see that / cannot be in (3D?-"-)-1-,
contrary
sis, hence (3D?X)X
= [3D?]".

to hypothe-

Now it is easy to see that 3D?-1= 3D?'-1-.
But if 3D?o 3D?'and 9D?X
- 90?'x, then
3D?= [3D?]»= (DD?X)X
= (9D?'X)X
= [3D?']P= 3D?',contrary to the assumption that

3D?
o 3D?'.
Theorem

1.4. If p^r,

p'^r',

l/p + l/p' = 1, l/r+l/r'

linear manifold in 8P, then ( [DD?]')1= 3D?-1■8r-.

= l, and 3D?is a
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in 8r and hence

to [9Jf]r. Thus

([90î]r)J-2 9JcJ--?r'. But ([9K]r)\ which is in 8,< hence in 8P-, is orthogonal
to 2», and hence ( [5D?']r)i£ 2K1 and ( [mr])x S mx • 8,'. The combination of the
two inclusions gives the desired result.

Theorem

1.5. If p-=r, p'^r',

l/p+l/p'

= l, l/r+l/r'

= l, and 90?is a

closed linear manifold in 8P, then (9JÎ■2r)x = [üD?x
]r'.

Now (9!«■2r)x 2 9DÎ1since if /eSWx,fe2p. S 2r-, and is orthogonal to SD?
■8,
for it is orthogonal to SD?. Since (93?-8r)x is closed, we must also have
(ÜK-8r)12 [9K-L]r'. But ([9K-l]r')-L is orthogonal to [W3-]'', hence to 9D?\ and
hence must be in (93?J-)X= 90? and of course in 8r. Hence 90?-8r2 ([aWx]'')x.
Theorem 1.3 now implies that (90?■?r)x £ [90îJ-]r'. This and our previous result

imply the theorem.
Theorem 1.6. If the set © is everywhere dense in the linear manifold 9)?in ?r,
ands<r, then © is everywhere dense in [93?]".
© is everywhere dense in 2JÎ considered in 2S, since if a sequence {/„}
is such that /,—»/ in 8r, then /,—>/ in 8S. 90? is everywhere dense in [90?]*,
hence by a well known argument © is everywhere dense in [90?]s.

Definition
1.2. Let 95?be a closed linear manifold in 2P. Let pi<p. Now
if for all r such that pi^r^p,
[90?]Pl-8r = [90?]r,then 90?is said to be of simple
lace between p and pi.

Definition
and ptgrgp,

1.3. Let 90? be a closed linear manifold in 8P. Let pi<p
pi = Ui^r^Vi^p,
i = l, 2, 3, • • • . We define [3D?]r= 9»i(r);

ü»,w=[aR]»-8,,SWiw(«i) = [SK]-i-8„ 90?2w(î)i)
= [[90?jpi-8r,h 9J?i"(mi, Vi)
= [90?iw(mi) ■2V2]r,a»»w(vi, u2) - [90?2w(ï)i)]"2-8„ andfork

= í, 2, 3, - ■ • ,

90?i"(«i, m, ■• • , »j*, «2t+0 = [SD?ir(«i, ■ ■• , »«)]"*'+1 -8r,
90?i («i, Pj, • • • , U2h+i, V2k+2) =

Élt

[Til

(«i,

• • • , Mí*4-l) •$?»«+»] ,

(»i, ■ • • , «2*, Sit+í) = [90?/ (»i, • • • , í^i)-?C2t+1]r,

90?/ (»i, • • : , Psím-Ij «24+2) =

[93?/'(»i,

• • ■ , Vik+i)]"2k+2-2r.Jt

f These are the only ways in which distinct manifolds can arise by a finite number of applications
of these processes. For if we repeat the same process after the initial steps, we get the same manifold
as we had applied once in a suitable way, for instance, [DÎi^'îmi)]"* -S,.=aWi{r>(min (ih, u2)). For sup-

pose *£«. Then obviously [S»]"»-8r- [[ä»]"1]"«^
[[3K j"1•&]"*•&. B"t [3D?]"1-?r=[90?Yand
[[â«]"1-?,]"^
[[SHf]"*- [3W]"2or [[SDri]"1-^r]'J2.Çr=[3R]«*8„ which with our previous inclusion
gives the result. But if on the other hand Ui^u2, we have

[[äß]v8,]v8,2 ([äK]«-8,)-8,= [aW]«-8r.
But [9JÎI"1
•2„22 [a«]"' •8,. Hencesince[3W]"'-8., is closed,[3W]">
•8uj2 [[ÎWJ"1■Sr]"2or [3W]">
■8,
= ([3W]"1-8u2) -Sr2 ([[aW]"'-8r]"s)

-?r, which with our previous inclusion proves the result.
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Now if for some value of r such that px^r^p,
there are » distinct linear
manifolds among the SD?i(r),3D?2(r),3D?i<r,(wi),etc., defined above, and for no value
of r between px and p are there more than n, 3D?is said to have an n-valued lace
between p and px.

Definition
1.4. If 3D?is a closed linear manifold in 8P, and P<px,
p^r^px, púUiúr^Vi-gpx, we define 3D?-8r = 3D?2w,
[3D?-8Pl]r= 3D?i(r>,3D?2<r)0>i)
= [3D?8.,.]', 3D?iw(«i)= [3D?iw]"'-8r and 3D?2<r>K«2),
3D?i^(wi,v2), etc., by the
inductive relations given in Definition 1.3.
If, for some value of r such that p^r^px,
there are n distinct manifolds
among the 3ili(T), 3D?2(r),etc., thus defined, and for no such value of r are there
more than n, 3D?is said to have an n-valued lace between p and pxTheorem

1.7. Let 3D?be a closed linear manifold in 8P. Let px<p, pxikr^P;

then if l/p+l/p'=
l/ui + l/u!

l/r+l/r'

=l/vi + l/vi =1;

l/px + l/pi =1, we have pi^r'^p'.
pxúUiSr^Vi^p;

then pi^ui

Let

^r'^vi

^p''.

Then

3D?r23D?r(,•••,

)2 3D?r;

(3DÍÍV= (9D?x)2r,);(3D?2"V
= (3D?x)r'>;
mViui, ■■■, v2k)Y= (9D?x)2r'Vi,
• • • , 4)
0D?ir)(«i,• • • , u2h+i)Y = (3D?x)2r'V, • • • , u2k+x)
(3D?2r)
(vi, ■■■, u2k)Y = (3D?x)(r(v[, •••,««)
(3D?2r)(î-i,
• • • , v2k+i)Y = (3D?x)rVi, • • • , v2k+x)

(k = 1, 2, • • • )
(k - 0, 1, • - • )
(k = 1, 2, • • • )
(k = 0, 1, • ■• ).

We first show that. 3D?2(ri23D?,(r)( , • • • , ). For 3D?2W2m2ir)(vi) and

3D?2('-»2
3D?i('-)(m1),
since [3D?]»'-8, 2 [3D?]»'-8»„ and since [3D?]»'-8r is closed,
[9D?]»i-8r2[[3D?]»i-8„1]r=3D?2("(î)1).Also [3D?]»'-8U,= [[3D?]«>]Pl-?«,=?[3D?]"',
hence [3D?]»'-8r= [3D?]»'-8„,- 8r2 [3D?]"'-8r SKi«r>(«i).Now if 3? is such that
[3D?]»i-8r2 9?, then 3?= [3D?]»'-8«,,and since [3D?
] »i• 8«, is closed, [3D?]»i-8„i

2 [3?K

hence

[3?h-8r £ [3D?]»>-8U>-8r
- [3D?]»'-8r, also

[3D?]»'-8r

2 [[3D?]»'-8r- 8Bi]r2 [9Î- 8„Jr. An inductive proof will now give the desired
result. A similar type of proof will show that DD?i(r)= 3D?,(r)( , • • • , )It is easy to give an inductive proof of the statements concerning orthog-

onal complements based on Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of the above.
Now we notice that W¿(r)( , • • • , v,) is the closure in8r of some manifold in8», vär,
the above proof goes through with 9T?4<"( , • • • , v,) substituted for 3)?.

and hence
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l/p+l/p'

1.8. Let 93? be a closed linear

= l/r+l/r'

= l/vi'+í/vi

= l/pi+l/pi'

=1,

= í,p^ui^r^vi^pi,p'^Ui'

[January

manifold

p'^r'^pi',
^r'^vi

in 2V. Let p^r^pi,

and let 1/ui+l/u/
£pt'.

Then

mr*m?\ ..•■■, )29j?r;
WÏV = (90?x)2r,);WV)X= Wx)'i;
WÏ\ui,

WViui,

• • • , v'2k);

■■■, Uik+i)Y = (93?x)2r,)(«i,• • • , u2k+i);

W.2r\vi,

(3RÍ%,

■■■ , v2k)Y = (90?x)/%i,

■■■ , u2k)Y = (93?x)ir'>(^i, ■ ■ ■ , u2k);

• • • , v2k+i))x = Wx)ï'\v'i,

2. Linear

transformation

• • • , v'2k+i).

in 8p

The set of pairs {/i,/2},/i and/2«8p with the norm (||/i||p+||/2||p)1/p constitutes a Banach space ÇPX?P. The set of linear functionals on 2PX2P is

simply isomorphic with 8P.X8P<, l/p+l/p'
Since 8PX 2P is simply isomorphic
in 2P applies to 8PX 2P also.

= l (cf. (B),p. 64, pp. 181-183).

with 2T, the discussion of linear manifolds

Definition
2.1. A set ÏS £PX8P is said to constitute a transformation T
in 2P, if no two distinct pairs of X have the same first elements. If [fi,ft} e S, then
we also write Tfi=f2. The set 2) of first elements of the pairs of % is called the
domain of T, the set 9? of second elements of X is called the range of T.
Definition

2.2. A transformation

T in 2V is said to be linear if £ is a

linear manifold.
Definition

2.3. A transformation

T in 2P is said to be closed if % is closed.

The definitions of TXT2, Ti + T2, al\, where a is a complex number, are
standard, and will be assumed as will such facts as that if 7\ and 2"2 are
linear, TiT2, Tx + T2 are linear. Our procedure would be just that of (S), chap-

ter 2.
In what follows we shall restrict our discussion to linear transformations
and we shall use the symbols [T]r, T 2, applied to transformations
to mean
the transformations
corresponding
to [£]', ïîrXÎ,,
when these last sets
constitute transformations.
7"i Ç T2 is to mean of course £] £ í2.
A somewhat different procedure is used to define T1.
Definition
2.4. // the pairs of Xx with their order inverted constitute a
transformation
in 2,/, it will be denoted by Tx. The adjoint of T, T*, is defined
as — Tx when the latter exists.^
t This definition coincides, when T is limited, with the adjoint defined in (11), p. 99.
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Theorem
2.1. If T is a closed linear transformation
constitutes a closed linear transformation in 8r.

in 8S, then X- 8rX 8r,

1936]

r>s,

This follows from Theorem 1.1 and Definition 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. If T is a linear transformation in 8« and if for some t<s,
[T]' exists, then for every r such that t^r^s,
[T]r exists and [T]r- 8,2 T. If

[T]> 2,= Tthen [r]'-8s = 7\
By Theorem

1.2, [£]<• 8rX8r=

[[î]r]'-

8rX8r2

[£]\

By Theorem

2.1,

[ï]'- 8,X 8r constitutes a transformation.
Hence by Definition 2.1 [£r] must
also, since it is included in [ï ] ' • 8r X 8,. The remaining statements
of the
theorem follow immediately from Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 2.3. If Tis a linear transformation in %„withdomain everywhere
dense in 8S, and if for some t<s, [T]1 exists, then for every r such that t^r^s,
[T]r exists and has domain everywhere dense in 8r, and [T]'- 8r2 [T]r.

This follows from Theorems 2.2 and 1.6, since by Theorems 1.2 and 1.1,
[î]'-8rX8r=
[[£]']'• 8rX8,2[î]'.
Theorem 2.4. If T is a closed linear transformation in 8„ and for some
t>s, T- 8i has a domain everywhere dense in %t, then for any r such thatt^r^s,
T ■8r is closed and linear and has domain everywhere dense in 8r.
This follows from Theorem

2.1 and the fact that

the domain

of T 2r

includes that of T ■8i and Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 2.5. If T is a linear transformation in 2P, T*- (and T*) exists if
and only if 2) is everywhere dense in 8P. If Tx exists it is a closed linear trans-

formation.
Since ïx consists of all pairs {/*,/} of 8P- X 8P-, such that

f f-gdx+ J f0 fTgdx= 0

J 0

for all ge£>, one can readily obtain a proof of this Theorem analogous to the

proof of (S), Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.6. If T is a linear transformation in 8P, and 3D is everywhere
dense, [T]p exists if and only if rx has domain everywhere dense in 8„'.

[r]» = (Tx)x if [r]» exists.]
If [ï]» constitutes a transformation,
since by Theorem 1.3, [£]" = (£x)x,
(ïx)x constitutes a transformation,
hence Tx has domain everywhere dense
in 8P', by Theorem 2.5. If Tx has domain everywhere dense in 8P-, then
[î]" = (2;x)x constitutes a transformation
by Theorem 2.5.
t This is of course a simple generalization

of Theorem 2 of (N).
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Definition
2.5. Let p, r, px, «,-, vt be as in Definition 1.3. Then if T is a
closed linear transformation in 8P, we define TYr)( , • • • , ) as the transformation corresponding to £,(r)( , • • • , ), when the latter manifold constitutes a
transformation.

Definition

2.6. Let p, r, px, «¿, t>>be as in Definition I A. Then if T is a

closed linear transformation in 8P, we define Ti(r)( , ■ ■ ■ , ) as the transformation corresponding to £¿(r>( , • • • , ), when the latter manifold constitutes a
transformation.

Theorem 2.7. Let p,r,px,p' ,r' ,pi ,u,,ui ,Vi,vi be as inTheorem 1.7. Let T
be a linear transformation with domain everywhere dense in 8P, and such that

[r]»' exists. Then
(a) 7Yr)( , • • • , ) exists, is closed and linear, and has domain everywhere
dense in 8r;
(b) (7Yr)( , ■ • • , ))x exists, is closed and linear, and has domain everywhere dense in 2r>;
(c) 7Yr)2 7Yr)( , • • • , )2 7Yr);

(d) (7Y->)x= (rx)V>; (7Y'>)x= (rx)i<''>;
(7i" («i, • • • , v2k)Y = (Tx)2
(Tx

iux, ■ ■ ■ , «24+i))x

(T2

(T2

(vi, ■ ■ ■ , u2k))L

(u'i, • • • , v2k);

= (7X)/

iu'x, ■ ■ • , u'2k+i);

= (T±)1r

(v[, ■ ■ ■ , u2k);

(vx, • ■ • , v2k+i)Y = (7x)i

(v[, ■ ■ ■ , v'2k+1).

That ZV'>and 7Yr) exist, follows from Theorems 2.3, 2.2, and 2.1. Theorem 2.3 also implies that 7Yr) has domain everywhere dense in 8r, and that
7Yr)2 7Yr). Hence 7Yr) has domain everywhere dense. From Theorem 1.7,
we see that

S£2(r)2 £¿<r)( , • • • ,

) 2 2Vr). Hence

7Yr)(

, • • ■,

) exists,

is

closed and linear by Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, and has domain everywhere
dense, i.e., (a) holds. Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 and (a) imply (b); (c) and (d) fol-

low from Definition 2.4, Theorem 1.7 and (b).
Theorem

2.8. Let p, r, pi, p', r', pi, «¿, u[, z\-,vi be as in Theorem 1.7. Let

T be a linear transformation in 8P, such that Tx exists and Tx ■8P1-has domain
everywhere dense in 8Pl-. Then the statements (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Theorem 2.7

hold.
Since Tx exists, T has domain everywhere dense in 8P (Theorem 2.5).
Since [j£]»'x = ïx • 8Pl X 8Pl- and Tx ■8Pl<has domain everywhere dense in 8Pl-,
and by Theorem 1.6, T, considered in 8Pl, has domain everywhere dense in
8Pl, Theorem 2.6 implies that [T]n exists. Hence we have satisfied the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7 and may infer its conclusion.

1936]
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The proof of the following two theorems is similar to that of Theorems

2.7

and 2.8.
Theorem 2.9. Let p, r, pi, p', r', pi, Ui, u[, vi} v[ be as in Theorem 1.8.
Let T be a closed linear transformation in 2P, such that T ■2P¡ has domain everywhere dense in 2Pl. Then
(a) 7\(r,( , • ■ • , ) exists and i¿ a closed linear transformation with domain everywhere dense in 2r;
(b) (7\-(r)( , • • • , ))x exists and has domain everywhere dense in 2T'',
(c) 7Yr)2 7\-<r)( , • ■ •
)= 7Yri;

(d) (2Y'>)X
= (rx)V> ; (7Y'0X= (rx)i"'> ;
(r/
(Ti

(ui, ■ • • , v2k))x = (rx)/
(ui, ■ ■ ■ , u2k+i))x

(Ti
(Tt

= (rx)/

(vi, ■ ■ ■ , u2k)Y = (Tx)í
(vu • • • , D2t+i))x = (rx)ir

(u'i, • • • , v'2k);
(u'i, ■ ■ ■ , u'2k+i);

(oí, • • • , u'tt);
in,

■ ■ ■ , v'2k).

Theorem 2.10. Let p, r, ph p', r', pi, uit «/, vt, vi be as in Theorem 1.8.
Let T be a closed linear transformation in 2P, such that Tx exists and has domain
everywhere dense in 2P-, and such that [2"x]Pl exists. Then statements (a), (b),

(c), and (d) of Theorem 2.9 hold.
3. Skew-symmetric

transformations

in 8„

Definition
3.1. Let l<p^2.
A closed linear transformation H with domain everywhere dense in 2P is said to be p-skew-symmetric if Hx Ç H. It is said
to be p-auto-perpendicular
if [Hx ]p = H.

Theorem

3.1. If H is p-skew-symmetric in 2P, and p^p¡^2,

is p-skew-symmetric

Since HxsH,
everywhere

then H- 2P¡

and ill- 2Pl)x = [/7X]P1'.

Hx ÇH- 2P- ZH- 2Pl. By Theorem

2.6, Hx has domain

dense in 2P'. Hence H-2P- has domain everywhere

dense in £„>.

From Theorem 2.9, we obtain that (#• 2ln)x = (#2<pi>)x= (fl^W = [#XK
From Hx £H- 2P„ and the fact that H 2P¡ is closed, we see that iH■ 2Pl)x
£H2Pl.

Theorem
transformation

3.2. If H is p-skew-symmetric in 2P, [iHx]2 is an Hermitian
in 22, and i[iHx]2)* =iH■ 22. [iHx]2 is self-adjoint, if and only

ifH-22=[Hx]2.
i\iHx]2)* = -i[iHx]2)x
=ii[Ex]2)x =iE■ 22, by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.6. By Theorem 3.1, iH■ ?2= [iHx]2. Since Hx has domain everywhere
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dense in 8P', [77x]2 has domain everywhere
as above. Hence [¿77x]2 is Hermitian.

Theorem3.3.

By Theorem
77-8p, = 77x.

[January

dense in 82, by Theorem

When H is p-auto-perpendicular,

then H- 8P<=77X.

2.9, (H- Sp-)x = [77x]»= 77. Hence

The closure

2.9,

in 8p of transformations

by

Theorem

2.6,

in 82

Theorem 3.4. Let T be a closed linear transformation in 82, with domain
everywhere dense in 82. Then if Kp^2,
and P^r^2,
then [T]r exists for all
such r's, if and only if Tx ■8P- has domain everywhere dense in 8P'.
From Theorems 2.8 and 2.5, we see that if Tx • 8P- has domain everywhere
dense, then 7Yr) = [T]r exists. If, on the other hand, [T]p exists, by Theorem
2.7, we see that Tx ■8P- has domain everywhere dense in 8P-.

Theorem 3.5. Let 77 be 2-auto-perpendicular. Let p'^2, l/p + l/p'' = 1,
p^r^2.
If H- 8P' has domain everywhere dense in 8P', and [H■ 8p']2 = 77, then
[77 ]r exists and is r-auto-perpendicular.

[77]r exists by Theorem 3.4 and we shall show that it is r-auto-perpendicu-

lar. Now 77=[7J-8p<]2£ [77-8r-]2 = 77. Hence 77= [77-8r']2 and [77-8r-]r
= [77]r. Since 77 is 2-auto-perpendicular,

HX=H.

Now by Theorem

2.7,

[77]'-x= (77i<'0i = (77x)2('')=772<'/>
= 77-8r'. Since [77-8P']'= [77]', we have
that

[77]r is r-auto-perpendicular.

It should be pointed out in connection with Theorem 3.5, that if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied we cannot conclude that 77 is of simple
lace between p and 2, since we are not able to infer that [77]r= [77]p • 8r.

The closure
Theorem

of projections

in 8p

3.6. Let E be a projection in 82, Ex = —E. Let 3D?be the range of

Ein%2. Then [E]p exists if and only if[3D?]»■■
[3D?X]»
= {0}.
[E]p exists if and only if —E- 8P< has domain everywhere dense in 8P',
by Theorem 3.4. The domain of E- 8P- is the set in 8P< of all elements in the
form /i +/2, fit 3D?
• 8P-, /2e3D?x• 8P-.
Now suppose [3D?]»-[3D?x]»9g^0. Since [3D?]»X
= 3D?X_8P-,we have

fngfidx = 0, for all /2e3D?x-8P',since ge[3D?]».Similarly flgfxdx = 0, for all
/it90?- 8P'. Hence f0g(fi+fi)dx = 0, hence the domain of E- 8P- is not everywhere dense. Now conversely,

if the set {/i+/2}

does not determine

8P-,

then there is a g ^0, such that f0gfidx = 0 and f0gf2dx = 0 for all /leDD?-8„'
and/2e3D?x-8P-, and hence ge(3D?-$P-)X-(90?x• 8p-)1 = [3D?X]»[3D?]».
Theorem 3.7. Let E be a projection in 82, such that [E]p exists. Then [E]p
is a limited transformation if and only if for every closed linear manifold 3D?'

in 8»', such that SDî'c3D?8,-, 3D?'x([3D?]»)jg^O.
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Let the condition

be satisfied. Let/

be any element in 2P. Let [cf]x = 9?;

9?-93?-!¿V= 93?-8P<if and only if /e(9J?- 2P-)X. Now if /t(93?- 2P-)X= [93ix]p,
then [E]pf exists and is zero. Suppose however that/is

not in (93?-2P-)X. Let

90?'= 9?•93?• 2p', and since 93?'c 93?•8P<,by hypothesis there is a ge93?'x■[93?]"
and g^O. Now there is an x in 93?-2P', such that 93?-8P- = {ax} ■+ -93?'.
For let a;i93?-8p'be such that fJxdty^O. Then if y is any element of 93?-8P-,

y - ifjydt/ /¿Maxell ■Wl■2P' = W. Now fügxdt?¿0,otherwise g would be in
(93?- 8P')X, since ge90?'x, but we know that ge[93?]p and since [E]p exists and

g^O, this is impossible, by Theorem 3.6. Let h=f—ifjxdt/fj>xdt)g;

then

f\hxdt = 0 and f\hzdt = 0 for all z in 93?',hence f\hydt = 0 for all ;ye93?-8p<.
Hence á«(93í- ?p-)x = [9JJX]Pand h is in the domain of [E]p. So also is g, since
ge[93?]p. Hence/=À+cg
also is in the domain of [E]p. Hence the domain of

[E]p is 8P and since [E]p is closed, it is limited. (Cf. (B), chapter III, p. 41,
Theorem 7.)
Now conversely, let [E]p be limited and let 93?' be any closed linear mani-

fold such that 93?'c 93?-2P.. Let *e93?-8„<but x not in 93?'.There is an/in 2P,
such that fjxdt^O and fjzdt = 0 for all z in 93?'. (Cf. proof of Theorem 1.3.)
Since [E]p is closed, limited,

and has domain everywhere

of [E]p is 2P. Let [E]pf=g,f=g+h.

dense, the domain

Now g is an element of 90?'x,since/e90î'x,

andf Ae[90ix]p=[93?-8P']X
= 93?'X.We also have f\gxdt^O, since f\hxdt = 0
and fjxdt^O.
g^O.

Hence g^O. Since [E]pf=g, £e[90?]p. Hence 93?'x■[93?]pj
4. Examples

Example
1. We give an example of a skew-symmetric
having a double-valued lace between 3/2 and 3.

transformation

Definition
4.1. Let Ti be the transformation in 2r, such that \ g, gi} e 2r X 2r is
in Zi ifg = ikiy))-l,2(c+fïl2gik-ll2dx),
wherekiy) = y2'3(l -y)2'3■ (y2'3+(l -y)2'3)"1

and limv,o (k(y))ll2g = 0, lim„,i (k(y))ll2g = 0. Let Ti' be the transformation
2„ such that {g, gi}t2rX2r is in £,", if g = (k(y))-1i2(c+f",¿gik-l'2dx).

in

4.1. Ti c Ti'. Both Ti and Ti' have domains everywhere dense in 2rTi is obviously included in Ti' and if we show that Ti has domain everywhere dense, then we have proved the statement.
Now note that if gtT>i,

then
Tig=

(kyi2-(ky>2g,
ay

also that k(y) is bounded. Let © denote the set of absolutely continuous functions g with bounded right and left derivatives, such that for some e such that

0<^i

g(y) = (g(e)/*)y

t Since (/-

[£]")=[(/-£)]"

for OiSy^e,
and (/-

[£]")/=/*.

and giy) = (j(l-«)/«)(1-y),

for
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1 —e íS y :21. Now © £ 3)/, for every r, since one can readily show that both
g and Tig are bounded. Since it is readily shown that © is dense in 8r, so
are3)r' and3)r".
4.2. If l<r^3/2,
the ranges of Ti and Ti' are everywhere dense. If
3/2<r<3,
the range of Ti is the closed linear manifold of all gie8r such that

fW))-i/

(*)

•J
•J 0o

ikix))-Wgxix)dx

= 0,

and that of Ti' is 8r. For r^3, the range of Ti and that of Ti' is the closed
linear manifold such that (*) is satisfied.
For 8r, we recall that the range of Ti consists of all functions gie8r, such

that
g = k-l'*(c

+

j

k-l'2gxdx\

is in 8„

1/2

and such that
lim kl'2g = lim kl'2g = 0
y-»0

y-»l

for some value of c, and the range of Ti',

all gie8r such that ge8r, for some

value of c.
First suppose

that 1 <r^3/2.

Those ge8r for which

l'2dx
f gkr-

= K(g)

exists are everywhere dense, since they include 82. The same is true for the
set 3? of such g's for which Kig) =0. For given an e>0 and an /in 8r, there
exists a g such that K(g) exists and such that ||/—g\\ <e/2. Since K(g) is not
a limited functional on 8r, there exists an h such that K(h) exists, ||Â||r = l

and \K(h)\ >2\K(g)\/e,

andg'= g-(K(g)/K(h))his

\\g-g'\\T = \\(K(g)/K(h))h\\r<e/2.

such that K(g') =0 and

Hence

\\f- g'Wrik ||/ - f||, + \\g - g'\\r < t.
But it is easy to see that the range of Ti is exactly 3?. Thus the range of Ti
is everywhere dense in 8r, and since 3îr" = 9Î/, so is 9?r".
Since for 3/2<r<3,
also 3/2<r'<3
and (k(y))-u2e2r,,

and K(g) exists
for all ge2r, the proofs of the given statements are extremely simple and we
omit them.
Since (kiy))~112 is not in 8r, r^3, if for gi there is a c such that
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k~in(C + fgik-utdx\e$r,
then c is uniquely determined and equals / gxk~1/2dx.
Thus we must consider those gis for which

g = frW

f* gikrWdx^eZr.

We can easily verify that gi must be such that fgk~ll2dx = 0.
This is also sufficient for gi to be in 9?/. For if gie8r and such that 7C(gi) = 0,

then
/»

x

/» 1—X

gxk-~1,2dy = o(x1'r'~1is);

0

1/2( f

(gx/k~m)dy

= o(xllr'-m);

«^ 0

gik-ll2dy\ = o^'r'-2'3);

and since l/r' + l/r=

1, l/r'

k-l'2f

= 1 — l/r^2/3,

f

gxk-ll2dy\ = oix

g is bounded

and hence in 8r, and

lim ¿1/2g = lim ¿l'2g = 0.
J.-.0

y-»l

We have also shown that for 3^r, Ti = Ti'.
We shall use certain results, which may easily be proved by elementary
methods. We collect them here.

4.3. (a) Ifr>3/2,

h(x)e2r, then

f

= oiv1'*'-11*),

k-l>iix)hix)dx

•I 0

\

= oinllr'-11

'■)■

J l-i,

If furthermore f\k~li2ix)hix)dx = 0, then
flk-1'2ix)hix)dx = oir,1i''-1i3).
(h) If r^3/2,0<a<l,h(x)e$r,
then
j

krUi(x)h(x)dx

k-li*(x)k(x)dx

= o(nltr'~lls),

J n

\-1/2(x)h(x)dx

= oh1'*'-1'3).

J a

4.4. For Krg.3/2,
Tix = Trf,

f

f1n-,'k-1i2ix)hix)dx = oir)1"'-1i3),

Tix = Tr!', Ti'x = TTf, l/r+l/r'=

Ti'x = Tr/.For3^r,

1. For 3/2<r<3,

T'rx = Ti'x = Tr¡'

Let us first consider the case 3f¿r. Then 77 x consists of all pairs {/,/*}
in 8r'X8r', such that

(1)

f fgdx+ J f0 fgdx= 0

«^ 0
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whenflgik-^dx = 0 andg = k-^Hgik-^Hxby 4.2.Now

f f*gdx= f (k~U2f gik-"2dy\
f*dx
= lim f
Integrating

\f*(k-111 f

by parts the expression

gik-1,2dy\dx.

on the right and using 4.3 (a) and (b)

yields

f f*gdx = - lim f

"gi(k-il2 f 'f*k-l'2dx\dy.

Thus (1) implies

J fgidx = lim f

"gi(¿~1'2 f f*k~ll2dx\dy.

Let 77be fixed and let 93?' be the set of all gi's in 9tr' such that gi = 0 for

O^z^rç, l-fá*áL
/l-I,

Then

fgidx = J

/• I—17

/

gi(k-"2j

/• !/

\

f*k-"2dx)dy.

This, by 4.2 and the definition of 93?', implies that there is a constant a, depending only on r\, such that after an inconsequential change in the definition
of / if necessary

/ = «„¿-1'2 + /ir"2 f f*k~l'2dy
for r\ <x < 1 —v. Hence for this range of x,

d

kl>2— kl'2f = f*

dv

or

/ = k~ll2(c +
This last result is independent

f

f*k-1,2dy\

of 7?. Thus we have shown that 77x£ TV".

But if {/, f*}eXr''
then by integration
by parts and using 4.3 (a) and (b),
we can show that (1) holds for all {g, gi}eXi . Thus TV" £ T'rx and from our
previous inclusion we infer that Tix = Tr>" ■

One can easily simplify the above argument
for 3/2<r<3.
This we omit.

to prove the desired results
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{/,/*}

in 8r-X8r',

such

that (1) holds for all [g, gi} eXi. But

f f*gdx=f' f*k-l'*(c+ f itk-"2dy)dx

J 0

Jo

\

J 1/2

= lim i(c' + f
,-0

\\

/

*f*k-l>*dy
J (c + f

J 1/2

/ \

"gik~l'2dy)

J 1/2

/

- (c'+ f'f*k-l'*áy\(c
+ J" gik-^-dyVj
-lim f Vl'2(c'+
,->o J,

f f*k-l'*dy)fid*

\

= - lim f

J i/2

/

V"2(c' + f /*A-I/2d7j|iá.-c,

v^o J v

\

J i/2

/

since

lim ( c + |
i)->0 \

lim(c+
,-0

"fi¿~1/2<V) = lim f

«J 1/2

\

/

I

"gik-^dy = 0,

•/ 0

gik-^dy ) = lim f gikr^dy = 0,

J 1/2

/

and the integral fj*k-x'2dy

lim f

i-*°

"-*0 J 0

exists. But

k-l'*(c' + I f*k~ll2dy) gid.T

1^0 J ,

\

J 1/2

/

= lim f

V1/2(c" + f f*k~ll2dyj f,<fc¡

= lim I

¿-"2( I ^-»'Vyjfirf*,

,-0 J ,

\ J o

/

since

lime" f
*-° J,

"gik~ll2dx = c" f glk-ll2dx = 0.
Jo

Hence by (1),

r fgidx= um r

J 0

,-.0 J ,

i*-»8 r f*k-i,2dy)ii¿*.
\

J o

/

For a fixed 77>0, if we restrict ourselves to such g¡ in ili/ for which gx = 0 for
0 ï£ x ^ 77and 1 —77^ x ¿ 1, we see that
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f = cA-i/2+ ¿-i/«
'2 If fk-"Hy.
/•*-»
•I
J 0o

One can easily show that c is independent of r¡. But since/ is in 8r', r'^3,
considering/in
the neighborhood of the origin leads us to infer that c = 0, and

/=

¿-m f f*k-l'2dy,
J n

But from the proof of 4.2, we see that/is
{/, f*}eXr'. Thus we have shown that

in 8r-, only if fj*k-1'2dy = 0. Hence
Tr'xSTr!.
But a familiar argument

will easily show that 77x 2 TV. Hence Tix = TT!. We also note that this
shows that TV is closed.
Now we have also shown before that T'rx = Ti'. Since Tr¡ is closed and
has domain everywhere dense, this implies that TV = TV xx = T'r'x. This concludes the proof of the statement.
Our theorems on the relationships of closure and the perpendicular
of
transformations
now permit us to show the general closure relationships in-

volved.

4.5. If 3/2 <t£r, then [Ti]l = T¡. Ift£r and t£3/2, [T7]' = T\". If
t^r<3, [Ti']' = T!'.Ift<r,
T7-8r = 77, T7'-8r = T7'.
The statements concerning intersections are immediate consequences of
the definitions. The rest follows from Theorems 2.7 and 2.6 and 4.4, and the
intersection relationships.
4.5 implies that Ti has a double lace between 3 and 3/2. It also tells us
that T3/2 is (3/2)-auto-perpendicular,
while T3¡2" ■82 = T2 is not 2-auto-per-

pendicular.
Example 2. We give an example of an operator, which is self-adjoint
in 82, of simple lace between 2 and p 3: If (p<2), but for which two projections in its corresponding resolution of the identity do not have transformations as closures in p<3/2.
Let <¡>x(x)=x-2'3, lè*âl/8;
&(*) = -x~2'3, l/27^*<l/8,
<t>x(x)=0,

Oá*<l/27.
Let
4,n(x)=x-2'3,
(2»-1+l)-íá*ál;
<¡>n(x)= -x-2i3,
<(2»-1 + l)-3;«xn(^)=0,
0^x<(2"
+ l)-3.
One can verify by direct calculation that if n < m,
/>

1

0

<Pn<t>mdx
= -

/» (2"-l+l)-3

I _

J (2n+l)~3

x-4'3dx+

/. 1

I

x-*'*dx = 0.

J (2" '+1)-3

Hence if nj^m, ft)<j)n<t>mdx
= 0. Also that if p<H,

(2"+l)~3^x

then
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2p
x2/3llP

\i-!*\(2»-1
lp \(2"-1

2p — 1

+ l)-2"+3

•))'"•

(2" + 1)-2P+'

Hence for such a p,
lim ||«,(*)

-

*-2/3||P

= 0.

Now let
b„ = max

||0„||p

5/*SY>SS

and let 77p be the operator in 2P, IfUP^5,
which is constituted
of pairs, {/,/ij, in which/i is related to /in such a manner that

by the set

_2 _„ r J

/i = ¿3 a2n</>2n,if a2« = ¿2»2
i

I f<t>2ndx.
«Jo

We shall show that for such p's the domain of 7JP is 2P. We have for
any / in 8P,

^ X)lß2*l
lks*IU-

y . a2k<f>2

y . a2j<p2j — ¿_, a2k(j>2k
j-i
*-i

But
a2k\ \\<Ptk\\p ^ 2

I /02 ■dx < 2

h
62;,

•» 0

Hence
/ . a2j4>2j— ¿^ a2k<hk
j-i

p

*z -

P^

h

ïll/IU

Hence /1 exists for every / and 77p has domain 8P. A similar proof will show
that 77p has a bound less than or equal to 1.

If l/p + l/p' = l, then

•J 0

Fp/fá* =

( £ ——-<¿>n(*))g¿* - Z

•/ 0 \ n-1

f

¿fen

/

B-l

fj4>indx-f0(j}ingdx
2n¿>2„

fHp.gdx.

•^ n

Hence 77px2 —Hp-, but since 77p< has domain 8P-, 77px=—77p> and
H*=HP>. In particular this holds for p = 2; thus Z72is self-adjoint. Now if
p>pi,

p'<pi,5~zp>pi^l\,

then since Hpx■ 2P[= -HP'■ 2P[= -HP' = Hp,x,

too
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we have [77p]»' = 77Pl. We also have that 77Pl• 8P = 77P. Thus the lace of 77p
is simple in the range stated.
Now consider the case p = 2. For the resolution of the identity associated
with 772, we have that if 90?is the closed linear manifold determined by the

set [<A2„),then E(0-) =0, £(0) is the projection on 90?x,and £(1) -£(0) is
the projection on 3D?.But since [3D?]»-[3D?X]»2{x~213}, p<3/2, we see by
Theorem 3.6 that while 77p= [772]»is bounded for lj<p<2,
there are projections in the resolution of the identity associated with 772 which do not
have transformations
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